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We investigate spherically symmetric, static matter configurations with polytropic equation of state for
a class of fðRÞmodels in Palatini formalism and show that the surface singularities recently reported in the
literature are not physical in the case of Planck scale modified Lagrangians. In such cases, they are just an
artifact of the idealized equation of state used. In fact, we show that for the models fðRÞ ¼ R R2, with
 on the order of the Planck length squared, the presence of a single electron in the Universe would be
enough to cure all stellar singularities of this type. From our analysis it also follows that the stellar
structure derived from these Lagrangians is virtually undistinguishable from that corresponding to general
relativity. For ultraviolet corrected models far from the Planck scale, however, the surface singularities
may indeed arise in the region of validity of the polytropic equation of state. This fact can be used to place
constraints on the parameters of particular models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of modified theories of gravity is interesting
for many reasons. General relativity (GR) has stood as a
monument to the genius of Albert Einstein for almost a
century. However, despite the astonishing observational
and experimental success of this theory [1], there exist
many theoretical aspects which make us consider the pos-
sibility of departures from it in certain regimes. In fact, one
would like to remove physically undesired aspects such as
the big bang or black hole singularities. These are aspects
which clearly point towards high energy modifications of
the theory motivated by quantum gravity effects. On the
other hand, the recently observed cosmic speedup [2]
suggests that something is needed in the Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker equations to account for the apparent
positive acceleration of the expansion rate. This requires a
modification of the equations at low energies. It could
come in the form of a new energy source dominant over
the other matter sources at very low densities [3], or as a
modification of the field equations which would be sup-
pressed above a certain cosmic curvature scale [4]. It is this
latter possibility which has impulsed the study of modified
theories of gravity of the fðRÞ type in the recent literature
[5] (see also [6]).
When the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is promoted to a
nonlinear function of the scalar curvature one is dealing
with an fðRÞ theory of gravity. When this is done, one must
specify whether the connection is still defined in terms of
the metric as the Levi-Civita connection (metric formal-
ism) or if it is an independent geometrical field (Palatini
formalism). One should note that, on pure geometrical
grounds, metric and connection are completely indepen-
dent and equally fundamental objects. However, the litera-
ture has traditionally given a dominant role to the metric
over the connection. In this paper we will focus on fðRÞ
theories in Palatini formalism. In these theories, the field
equations show that the independent connection is not a
dynamical field in the sense that it does not satisfy an
independent second-order partial differential equation.
Instead, its field equation can be solved in terms of an
auxiliary metric which is conformally related with the
usual (or physical or Jordan frame) metric. As we will
see, the conformal factor is a local function of the trace,
T, of the energy-momentum tensor T of the matter. Thus,
the independent connection, despite being nondynamical
in the usual sense, does mediate new interactions between
the matter and geometry. The resulting equations for the
metric can be written in Einstein form with a modified
right-hand side in which the trace T plays a role nonexist-
ing in GR.Wewill discuss later in depth the implications of
such terms in the dynamics of these theories.
The goal of this paper is to contribute and shed some
new light on a problem discussed in recent literature that
seems to affect seriously the theoretical viability of all
fðRÞ models in Palatini formalism. The problem consists
on the existence of curvature singularities near the surface
of spherically symmetric, static matter configurations with
polytropic equation of state (EOS) and polytropic index
within the range 3=2< < 2. Its existence and possible
consequences were first reported by Barausse, Sotiriou,
and Miller in [7] using previous results of Kainulainen,
Reijonen, and Sunhede [8]. The problem was reconsidered
by Kainulainen, Piilonen, and Reijonen in [9], where it was
argued that the singularities had more to do with the
peculiarities of the EOS used than with the theory of
Palatini fðRÞ gravity. They found that for neutron stars
the tidal acceleration due to the singularity becomes equal*olmo@iem.cfmac.csic.es
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to the Schwarzschild value of GR only at a distance 0:3
fermi from the surface of the star, which makes unrealistic
the use of a polytropic EOS. However, Barausse, Sotiriou,
and Miller replied in [10] that the fluid approximation is
still valid on the scale at which the tidal forces diverge just
below the surface of a polytropic sphere in the case of the
generic functions fðRÞ considered. We reconsider the prob-
lem and independently rederive the structure equations for
spherically symmetric, static systems. We study the physi-
cally admissible models fðRÞ ¼ R R2, with  a con-
stant of order the Planck length squared, and estimate the
density scale s at which the potentially divergent terms
become of order unity. We find that, for our choice of , s
is well below any physically accessible density scale. In
this case, one can conclude that the mathematical singu-
larity found in [7,10] is just an artifact due to the use of the
polytropic EOS beyond its natural regime of validity. For
other choices of , however, the singularity can effectively
arise at densities sufficiently high as to admit the validity of
the polytropic EOS. Our approach and results can thus be
used to place bounds on the allowed range of values of 
and to constrain other fðRÞ models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the action, derive the field equations, and discuss their
physical properties and new aspects as compared to GR.
Section III presents the structure equations for a spheri-
cally symmetric, static matter configuration for a generic,
unspecified Lagrangian fðRÞ. In Sec. IV we study the
behavior of the metric near the surface for systems with
polytropic EOS. We conclude with a summary and
discussion.
II. ACTION AND FIELD EQUATIONS
Let us begin by defining the action of Palatini theories
S½g;; c m ¼ 1
22
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp fðRÞ þ Sm½g; c m: (1)
Here fðRÞ is a function of R  gRðÞ, with RðÞ
given by RðÞ ¼ @ þ @ þ  


 where 

 is the connection. The matter action
Sm depends on the matter fields c m, the metric g, which
defines the line element ds2 ¼ gdxdx, and its first
derivatives (Christoffel symbols). The matter action does
not depend on the connection , which is seen as an
independent field appearing only in the gravitational action
(this condition is not essential and can be relaxed at the cost
of introducing a nonvanishing torsion). Varying (1) with
respect to the metric g we obtain
f0ðRÞRðÞ  12 fðRÞg ¼ 
2T; (2)
where f0ðRÞ  df=dR. From this equation we see that the
scalar R can be solved as an algebraic function of the trace
T. This follows from the trace of (2)
f0ðRÞR 2fðRÞ ¼ 2T; (3)
The solution to this algebraic equation will be denoted by
R ¼RðTÞ. The variation of (1) with respect to  must
vanish independently of (2) and gives
r
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgp

f
0g  1
2
 f
0g  1
2
f
0g

¼ 0;
(4)
where r is the derivative operator associated to  and
f0  f0ðR½TÞ is a function of the matter fields. This
equation leads to
 ¼ t

2
ð@t þ @t  @tÞ; (5)
where t  f0g, and f0  dfdR . Inserting this solution for
 into (2) we find the following modified Einstein equa-
tions:
GðgÞ ¼ 
2
f0
T Rf
0  f
2f0
g þ 1f0 ðrrf
0
 ghf0Þ  3
2f02

@f
0@f0  12 gð@f
0Þ2

;
(6)
where now r is the usual covariant derivative of g.
First of all, it is important to note that the right-hand side
of (6) behaves like a modified energy-momentum tensor in
which the trace T plays a role nonexisting in GR via the
termsR; fðRÞ and the various derivatives of fðRÞ. Thus,
though the equations for the metric are still second order,
the dynamics in regions with pronounced gradients in the
matter fields (@f0 and rrf0) might considerably depart
from that of standard GR. In contrast, the vacuum solutions
of these equations are exactly the same as in vacuum GR
with a cosmological constant.
To better understand the role of the gradients of f0 in (6),
it is useful to reexpress the field equations in terms of the
auxiliary metric t that defines the connection  in (5). In
terms of this metric, the equations become
GðtÞ ¼ 
2
f0
T  ½Rf
0  f
2ðf0Þ2 t: (7)
The advantage of using t is that the gradients @f
0 and
rrf0 present in (6) are completely absent in (7), which
allows for a better comparison with GR. The structure of
these equations resembles that of GR plus a trace-
dependent term ½Rf
0f
2ðf0Þ2 , which becomes a cosmological
constant in vacuum. The solution for t will thus involve
integrals over the matter sources which, like in GR, repre-
sent the fact that larger amounts of matter contribute more
to the curvature of space-time. What is then the role of the
gradients @f
0 and rrf0 of (6)? The answer is simple:
since the physical metric is g ¼ tf0 , the gradients of f0 in
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(6) introduce a local dependence of the metric on the local
matter-energy distribution. The metric is not only deter-
mined by the total amount of matter, also the local matter-
energy density affects its properties via f0ðRðTÞÞ. This
dependence on the local energy density distribution mani-
fests itself with clarity in fðRÞ models sensitive to low
energy scales. In particular, it has been shown that all such
models would have dramatic effects for the stability of
matter [11]. For the model fðRÞ ¼ R4=R, the ground
state of hydrogen would disintegrate in less than two hours
[12], which rules out that model and all models sensitive to
ultralow matter density scales. The reason for this has to do
with the strong gravitational backreaction induced by f0
near the zeros of the atomic wave functions, where the
characteristic ultralow density scale   2=2 
1026 g=cm3 can be effectively reached. In fact, for atoms
(and many other not so small systems), the total amount of
matter is very small and leads to t  . However, if f0
is sensitive to ultralow densities such as , the physical
metric g ¼ =f0 departs from  when the matter
density mejc ðxÞj2 drops below . This is at the heart of
the matter instabilities found in [11,12].
On the other hand, the dependence of g on the local
matter-energy distribution also imposes constraints on the
sources. Since the Riemann tensor involves second-order
derivatives of the metric, it follows that a smooth geometry
must be one with continuous and differentiable f0 up to
second order, @2g  ð@2f0Þt  ð@f0Þ2t, which im-
plies that T must be differentiable up to that order at least.1
An immediate consequence of this restriction is that the
naive spherically symmetric constructions of GR with
matter profile of the form
 ¼

0 if r < R0
0 if r  R0 (8)
are, strictly speaking, not valid for a generic Palatini fðRÞ.
This idealized construction, used as such in [8], can be
easily adapted to Palatini fðRÞ by conveniently modifying
the density profile near the surface to smoothly interpolate
between the interior 0 and the exterior vacuum.
Otherwise, the discontinuous density profile would yield
undesired singularities. Nonetheless, intuition tells us that
such a refinement should be (from a practical point of
view) unnecessary for theories with high curvature correc-
tions, for which the contribution to the metric due to the
matter contained in the outermost layers of the star should
be negligible and then one could effectively use GR.
However, it is precisely the existence of singularities on
the surface of stellar objects that motivates this paper. In
the next sections we will study in detail the properties and
nature of such (highly unexpected and counterintuitive)
singularities.
III. STELLAR STRUCTURE EQUATIONS
Using the following line element
ds2 ¼ AðrÞe2c ðrÞdt2 þ 1
AðrÞdr
2 þ r2d2 (9)
with AðrÞ ¼ 1 2MðrÞ=r, the combinations Gtt Grr of
(6) lead to

2
r
þ f
0
r
f0

c r ¼ 
2ðPþ Þ
f0AðrÞ þ

f0rr
f0
 3
2

f0r
f0

2

; (10)
1
r

2
r
þ f
0
r
f0

Mr ¼ 
2ðþ V=2Þ
f0
þ AðrÞ

f0rr
f0
 3
4

f0r
f0

2
þ f
0
r
f0
½rMðrÞ
r½r 2MðrÞ

; (11)
where f0  df=dR, f0r  df0=dr, f0rr  d2f0=dr2, c r 
dc =dr, Mr  dM=dr, and V Rf0  f. These two
equations, plus the conservation equation
dP
dr
¼ ðþ PÞ

c r þ Ar2A

; (12)
plus an equation of state  ¼ ðPÞ suffice to determine the
structure of static, spherically symmetric objects. The
equations corresponding to GR are recovered in the limit
f0 ¼ 1.
In order to proceed with the algebraic manipulations and
extract information about the new physics hidden in Eqs.
(10)–(12), we must substitute (10) and (11) into (12) to get
dP
dr
¼ ðþ PÞ
AðrÞ
ð2P V=2Þ
f0
þMðrÞ
r2
 AðrÞ

f0r
f0

3
4
f0r
f0
þ rMðrÞ
r½r 2MðrÞ

; (13)
where   ð2=rþ f0r=f0Þ. The terms in the second line of
this equation contain the main contribution due to the
modified Lagrangian. To deal with them, it is useful to
express the matter terms f0r and f0rr in terms of Pr and Prr
explicitly. Since f0r ¼ f00ð@R=@TÞð@T=@PÞPr, we can use
(3) to find
@R
@T
¼ 
2
Rf00  f0 : (14)
This way we can express f0r as f0r ¼ f0PPr, where
f0P 
2f00
Rf00  f0

3 d
dP

(15)
and we have used T ¼ 3P . Similarly, one finds that f0rr
can be expressed as f0rr ¼ f0PPrr þ f0PPP2r , where
1In a Universe like ours, described by quantum mechanics at
microscopic scales and in which objects with sharp edges are
classical idealizations, this condition on the sources should not
be seen as a drawback of the theory.
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f0PP ¼ 
4f0f000
ðRf00  f0Þ3

3 d
dP

2  
2f00
ðRf00  f0Þ
d2
dP2
:
(16)
Fortunately, f0rr does not appear in (13) and the dependence
on f0r leads to a quadratic algebraic equation on Pr which
can be solved immediately. The result can be expressed as
follows:
dP
dr
¼  P
ð0Þ
r
ð1 	Þ
2
ð1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 
Pð0Þr
q
Þ
; (17)
where we have defined
Pð0Þr  ðþ PÞ
r½r 2MðrÞ

MðrÞ þ

2P V
2

r3
2f0

; (18)
	  ðþ PÞ
2
f0P
f0
; (19)

  3r
2½r 2MðrÞ
2ð1 	Þ2

f0P
f0

2ðþ PÞ: (20)
Note that Pð0Þr coincides, up to the factor V=2, with the
result corresponding to GR. The terms 	 and 
 are pro-
portional to f0P=f0 and ðf0P=f0Þ2, respectively, and vanish in
the limit of GR, f0 ¼ 1. Using (17) it is now possible to
compute Prr, which will be needed in (10) and (11). In
terms of Pr and Prr, those equations can be cast as
1þ r
2
f0P
f0
Pr

c r ¼ 
2ðPþ Þr2
2f0½r 2MðrÞ þ
r
2

f0PP
f0
 3
2

f0P
f0

2

P2r þ f
0
P
f0
Prr

; (21)

1þ r
2
f0P
f0
Pr

Mr ¼ 
2ðþ V=2Þr2
2f0
þ r½r 2MðrÞ
2


f0PP
f0
 3
4

f0P
f0

2

P2r þ f
0
P
f0
Prr
þ ½rMðrÞ
r½r 2MðrÞ
f0P
f0
Pr

: (22)
We now have all the equations needed to study the struc-
ture of spherically symmetric, static configurations in
Palatini fðRÞ theories written in explicit form.
IV. POLYTROPES IN fðRÞ ¼ R R2
We will now study the properties of Eqs. (17), (21), and
(22) for a matter distribution with polytropic equation of
state
ðPÞ ¼

P
K

1= þ P
 1 (23)
in the region close to the surface of such an object, i.e., in
the limit P! 0. Our gravity Lagrangian is characterized
by the Planck length scale  ¼ l2P, which is related to a
density scale   ð2Þ1  2 1092 g=cm3 (we have
used 2 ¼ 8G=c2). For these models, we find
f0 ¼ 1 2R ¼ 1	 2 T

; (24)
f0P ¼ 	
2ð3 PÞ

; (25)
f0PP ¼ 	
2PP

; (26)
where T ¼ 3P  and
P ¼ 1 1þ
1
K

P
K
ð1Þ=
; (27)
PP ¼ ð1 ÞðKÞ2

P
K
ð12Þ=
: (28)
Since we are interested in the regions near the surface, we
now study the leading order of the different quantities
appearing in (17), (21), and (22). For very low pressures,
we find that   ðPKÞ1=, P  1K ðPKÞð1Þ=, and PP ¼
ð1Þ
ðKÞ2 ðPKÞð12Þ= remains unchanged. Using this, (24)–(26)
become
f0  1 2 

 1 2


P
K

1=  1; (29)
f0P  	
2

1
K

P
K
ð1Þ=
; (30)
f0PP ¼ 	
2

ð1 Þ
ðKÞ2

P
K
ð12Þ=
: (31)
We also find that (18)–(20) become
Pð0Þr  Mtot
rðr 2MtotÞ

P
K

1=
; (32)
	  	 1

1
K

P
K
ð2Þ=
; (33)

  6r
2½r 2MðrÞ
ð1 	Þ2
1
ðKÞ2

P
K
ð32Þ=
: (34)
With these results it is easy to check that, when P! 0 and
for  < 2, 	! 0 and 
Pð0Þr ! 0, and (17) boils down to
Pr  Pð0Þr / ðPKÞ1=, which is well behaved and vanishes
in this limit. Knowing the behavior of Pr, it is easy to verify
that f0PPr, Prr, and f0PPrr are well behaved for  < 2.
However, the term f0PPP2r of (21) and (22) is problematic.
2
In fact, from (31) and (32) it follows that
2The problems introduced by this term via (21) and (22) do not
spoil the behavior of Prr, which is well behaved for  < 2.
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f0PPP2r 	
2

ð1Þ
ðKÞ2
M2tot
r2ðr 2MtotÞ2

P
K
ð32Þ=
: (35)
This term diverges for  > 3=2 when P! 0. The exis-
tence of this divergence was first reported in [7], where the
matching conditions between the internal and the external
(Schwarzschild) metric were analyzed. Since this term is
contained in c r and Mr, and such terms appear in the
definition of the Riemann tensor, it was concluded that
the geometry becomes singular near the surface of poly-
tropes with index 2< < 3=2. Since the physically inter-
esting case  ¼ 5=3 (degenerate, nonrelativistic fermion
gas) lies within this interval, this result was regarded as a
serious theoretical concern about the viability of Palatini
fðRÞ theories. We will study now whether the (mathemati-
cal) divergence found in (35) is physical or not and how
stringent is its effect on the viability of Palatini fðRÞ
theories.
First of all, for the models considered here, the diver-
gence of f0PPP2r is entirely due to the contribution coming
from the polytropic equation of state. This can be seen
from the definition of f0PP in (16) [or from (26) or (31)]
since d=dP and d2=dP2 diverge as P! 0 irrespective
of the function fðRÞ. If d=dP and d2=dP2 were finite as
P! 0, the divergence would not arise. Second, a glance at
the dimensionless (and exact) contribution PP
ðþ PÞ2 of
f0PPP2r indicates that this term is strongly suppressed every-
where by the factor 1=  1092. [This also happens with
all other correcting terms, which indicates that for our
Planck scale corrected theory the interior structure of stars
is virtually the same as in GR. In [10], however, the value
of  was chosen in such a way that the interior of compact
stars was indeed affected by the full fðRÞ dynamics.] The
exception occurs strictly in the limit P! 0. Reexpressing
that dimensionless factor in terms of the density, we find
PP

ðþ PÞ2  ð1 Þc
4
ðKÞ2
ð32Þ: (36)
Since for  > 3=2 this term diverges as ! 0, it is worth
looking at the value at which it becomes of order unity.
This happens at  ¼ s, where
s ¼

K2
c4

1=ð32Þ
: (37)
For nonrelativistic neutrons, 
 6 1015 g=cm3, the
ideal Fermi gas approximation leads to a polytropic equa-
tion of state of index  ¼ 5=3 and K ¼ ð32=34=3=5Þ
ð@2=m8=3n Þ  5 109 (in cgs units), where mn is the neu-
tron mass. The resulting s is on the order of
s  10210 g=cm3.3 This density is, by far, well below
any physical density one can imagine. In fact, for a free
electron whose wave function is spread over the entire
universe, the ratio me=R
3
Univ is on the order of
10118 g=cm3. This means that a single electron outside
of this idealized polytrope is more than enough to cure this
singularity (of course, we assume the electron wave func-
tion uniformly spread over a spherical shell to respect the
symmetry of the problem) since its mere presence rises the
average matter density 92 orders of magnitude above the
critical scale s. Therefore, the existence of a curvature
singularity at such extremely low densities should be re-
garded as unphysical, as an artifact of the idealized equa-
tion of state used. One should have in mind that an accurate
EOS at laboratory densities (let alone at the density scale
found here) is very complicated to derive, because electro-
static interactions and other subtle effects mask the simpler
statistical effects of the idealized Fermi gas approximation
[13]. The polytropic EOS should therefore be used within
its expected regime of validity.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This work was motivated by an extremely interesting
and puzzling result: the existence of curvature singularities
in regions of very low curvature affecting all families of
fðRÞ Lagrangians in Palatini formalism. If such singular-
ities were physical, all fðRÞ Lagrangians except that of
Einstein-Hilbert should be ruled out. And that would be so
for arbitrarily small departures from fðRÞ ¼ R. Such a
result would have had very strong physical consequences,
since it would have singled out GR as the privileged fðRÞ
Lagrangian. Our analysis, however, shows that the (mathe-
matical) low density/curvature singularities found in [7]
depend intimately on the particular EOS chosen and have
different strength depending on the fðRÞ model chosen. In
the model that we studied, characterized by the Planck
length squared, a single electron would suffice to cure all
stellar singularities in the Universe. If instead of the Planck
length we had chosen a larger length scale (smaller density
scale ), the surface singularity could occur at higher
densities, perhaps within the regime of validity of the
polytropic EOS, and could not be removed by such simple
means. In this sense, the doubts raised in [7,10] about the
viability of Palatini fðRÞmodels are well justified. In those
works, the value of  was chosen on phenomenological
grounds to be  ¼ ð0:15 kmÞ2, which leads to   2
1018 g=cm3. This density scale is enough to pass all solar
system weak field tests [14] since f0  1 to high accuracy
everywhere. However, it leads to s  4 1012 g=cm3,
which indicates that the divergent terms of Mr and c r
begin to grow well within the region of validity of the
polytropic EOS. The study of polytropes carried out here
and in [7,10] can thus be used to place bounds on the
parameter  of the model under consideration and also in
other models. If, for instance, we assume that the poly-
3For nonrelativistic electrons in white dwarfs, 

106 g=cm3, one finds K  1013Y5=3e , where Ye is the mean
number of electrons per baryon. This leads to s 
5 10196Y5e g=cm3.
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tropic EOS should not be trusted below s  10n g=cm3,
we find that

 104n=3 cm2; (38)
which places explicit constraints on the allowed values for
.
To conclude, the important point was to show that not all
Lagrangians are ruled out by this theoretical experiment
with polytropes. We have confirmed that the surface sin-
gularities exist, but their physical character depends on the
details of the model, and as expected, ultraviolet correc-
tions are allowed for suitable choices of parameters. In
particular, Planck scale corrected models are safe from
such singularities. This is of great importance in light of
the recently discovered relation existing between nonper-
turbative approaches to quantum gravity and Palatini fðRÞ
theories [15]. It turns out that the only consistent homoge-
neous and isotropic cosmology that can be constructed
using the techniques of loop quantum gravity and which
is free of the big bang singularity [16] can be put into
correspondence with a Palatini fðRÞ Lagrangian with ul-
traviolet, Planck scale, corrections. This provides a funda-
mental and so far nonexisting theoretical justification for
Palatini fðRÞ theories, which have only been studied on
phenomenological grounds in relation with the cosmic
speedup. We hope that this new avenue of research helps
us better understand the properties of quantum gravity and
space-time near cosmological and black hole singularities
using the more familiar techniques of modified gravities.
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